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Want leader like Rahul Gandhi in BD?
Saturday, 15 March 2008

Recently Mr. Rahul Gandhi, son of the Indian ex prime minister Mr. Rajib Gandhi had a conversation with the Former
British PM Tony Blair, Foreign secretary David Milliband for investing more in India what&rsquo;s really a leadership
movement on behalf of India where as Joy, son of the former Bangladeshi PM Seikh Hasina has called all the
Bangladeshi in overseas for not to send remittance to BD after his mother been arrested by the care taker government.
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British PM Tony Blair, Foreign secretary David Milliband for investing more in India what&rsquo;s really a leadership
movement on behalf of India where as Joy, son of the former Bangladeshi PM Seikh Hasina has called all the
Bangladeshi in overseas for not to send remittance to BD after his mother been arrested by the care taker government.
But no one listen him. Fact is that Joy just loves his mother not the Bangladesh what is a real shame for all the
Bangladeshis. On other hand Tareq Rahman and Arafat Rahman and their mom ex PM Khaleda Zia are also in jail for
corruption. Our ex great leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman or Ziaur Rahman was not bad in personally but may be in
politically. On their live they have respected each other but since long time two ex PM even can&rsquo;t tolerate to hear
other&rsquo;s name what a great shame for whole Bangladeshis. For their notorious political culture we hate both of
them and also we hate who do politics on their name in abroad. We need some one who loves Bangladesh than their
family like Mr. Rahul Gandhi. I am not saying he don&rsquo;t love his family. He loves his family after country India. His
mom Sonia Gandhi is the main person of Indian congress Government. Can you imagine in Bangladesh some one
formed government and Seikh Hasina or Khaleda Zia backing them? This will never happen in Bangladesh. If it is
happen who will do corruption then?
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